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Agency of Cadastre and Land Registration will 
provide logistic and financial means for the ECC.
Furthermore, The Bucharest Municipality will offer to 
our guests public transportation, access to 
museums and a reception.
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Executive Bureau of CLGE together with 
APCGC and UGR  is spring 2010, between 6th
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APCGC and UGR  is spring 2010, between 6
and 8th of  May. Definitely, the final decision will 
be made by the General Assembly in September 
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3. Venue3. Venue

APCGC took all the necessary steps in order to 
organize the G.A. in the Palace of Parliament Bucharest, in 
“Nicolae Iorga” Hall. The distance between the “Henri 
Coanda” airport and Bucharest city is about 16 km and 
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“Nicolae Iorga” Hall. The distance between the “Henri 
Coanda” airport and Bucharest city is about 16 km and Coanda” airport and Bucharest city is about 16 km and 
takes less than 60 minutes.  

The Palace of Parliament can be reached either by 
subway or by other means of public transportation.
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Parliament PalaceParliament Palace
The Palace of Parliament - the symbol of the 

Romanian democracy - is an impressive public building 
placed on the Arsenal hill, emerged from the cornice of the 
river Dâmbovita. 

Accordingly to Guinness Book, the Palace is 
the second administrative building in the world, after the 
American Pentagon, if we are to consider its area, i.e., 
348,650 square meters. 

The construction started on June 25th, 1984. 
In December 1989, when the Ceausescu couple died, the 
Palace was entirely built. Yet, the inside, unless the South 
wing, were far from being finished. 

The Palace of Parliament - the symbol of the 
Romanian democracy - is an impressive public building 
placed on the Arsenal hill, emerged from the cornice of the 
river Dâmbovita. 

Accordingly to Guinness Book, the Palace is 
the second administrative building in the world, after the 
American Pentagon, if we are to consider its area, i.e., 
348,650 square meters. 

The construction started on June 25th, 1984. 
In December 1989, when the Ceausescu couple died, the 
Palace was entirely built. Yet, the inside, unless the South 
wing, were far from being finished. 

In April 1991, the building was named the Palace of 
Parliament, becoming the headquarters of the Chamber of 
Deputies. The Palace also hosts the Constitutional Court, the 
Legislative Council, the Concurrence Council, the Official Monitor 
and the Regional Centre SECI (the Southeast Cooperation 
Initiative) for combating the cross-border criminality, which was 
inaugurated in February 2000.

All the Romanian regions were involved in the 
building process, contributing both with human resources and 
professional experience. 17,000 artists and workers and more 
than 700 architects and Romanian plastic artists worked during 
the building process. Besides, all the building materials came 
from Romanian sources. 
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Nicolae Iorga HallNicolae Iorga Hall

The walls are covered in marble from Gura Vaii The walls are covered in marble from Gura Vaii 
and Antigua (green marble) brought from Iraq; the doors are of and Antigua (green marble) brought from Iraq; the doors are of 
massive walnut wood. The furniture is dressed in leather and massive walnut wood. The furniture is dressed in leather and 
has all modern conference facilities. has all modern conference facilities. 

Other halls have names dedicated to historic Other halls have names dedicated to historic 
events events -- The National Unification Room, or personalities: Ion The National Unification Room, or personalities: Ion 
IC Bratianu (liberal prime minister of the XX century), Nicolae IC Bratianu (liberal prime minister of the XX century), Nicolae 
Iorga (historian, writer and politician of the XX century), Iorga (historian, writer and politician of the XX century), 
Nicolae Balcescu (liberal politician of the XIX century).Nicolae Balcescu (liberal politician of the XIX century).

There are no less than 5.100 rooms in the entire There are no less than 5.100 rooms in the entire 
building!building!

The Nicolae Iorga hall is decorated in a German The Nicolae Iorga hall is decorated in a German 
style to imitate the interior of Peles Castle from Sinaia (built by style to imitate the interior of Peles Castle from Sinaia (built by 
King Carol in the Carpathians).King Carol in the Carpathians).

All the carpets are manually worked at Cisnadie in All the carpets are manually worked at Cisnadie in 
one piece or assembled on place.Many lobbies have walls with one piece or assembled on place.Many lobbies have walls with 
Ruschita marble. Ruschita marble. 

The largest chandelier weights 5 tons, but there are The largest chandelier weights 5 tons, but there are 
2800 others. To light it, the chandelier uses 7000 light bolts. 2800 others. To light it, the chandelier uses 7000 light bolts. 
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Papers will include general information Papers will include general information 
about the venue and how to get there and a draft about the venue and how to get there and a draft 
of the technical and social of the technical and social programmeprogramme as well as as well as 
information about registration and payment information about registration and payment 

5. Invitation papers5. Invitation papers

information about registration and payment information about registration and payment 
conditions which  need to be submitted to the conditions which  need to be submitted to the 
Secretary General  of CLGE not later than 4 Secretary General  of CLGE not later than 4 
months before the G.A. months before the G.A. 
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6. Accommodation6. Accommodation

Taking into account that all delegates should Taking into account that all delegates should 
be able to stay in the same place or at least nearby, be able to stay in the same place or at least nearby, 
at a convenient distance from the venue, we at a convenient distance from the venue, we 
identified in the area of the Palace of Parliament identified in the area of the Palace of Parliament identified in the area of the Palace of Parliament identified in the area of the Palace of Parliament 
more than 6 hotels ranging from 3 to 5 stars. We more than 6 hotels ranging from 3 to 5 stars. We 
intend to start the discussions with the management intend to start the discussions with the management 
of these hotels. of these hotels. 
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HOTELSHOTELS
1. JW Marriot Hotel *****1. JW Marriot Hotel *****
Address:Address:
JW Marriott® Bucharest Grand HotelJW Marriott® Bucharest Grand Hotel
CaleaCalea 13 13 SeptembrieSeptembrie, 90, 90
BucurestiBucuresti, 50726 Romania, 50726 Romania
Phone: Phone: 40 21 403000040 21 4030000
Fax:Fax: 40 21 403000140 21 4030001
Booking:Booking: 40 21 403100040 21 4031000

Grand Hotel Marriott Bucharest is located in a central Grand Hotel Marriott Bucharest is located in a central 
area, nearby the most important business and governmental area, nearby the most important business and governmental 
buildings, in the proximity of the famous Palace of buildings, in the proximity of the famous Palace of 
Parliament. It offers the most spacious and comfortable Parliament. It offers the most spacious and comfortable 
rooms in the city, very suitable for work and relaxation. rooms in the city, very suitable for work and relaxation. rooms in the city, very suitable for work and relaxation. rooms in the city, very suitable for work and relaxation. 

Facilities: internet, swimming pool, sauna, Jacuzzi, Facilities: internet, swimming pool, sauna, Jacuzzi, 
fitness, five restaurants and bars with international menus, fitness, five restaurants and bars with international menus, 
conference hall with hi tech infrastructure. It has various conference hall with hi tech infrastructure. It has various 
types of apartments, including two presidential apartments. types of apartments, including two presidential apartments. 

MapMap



2. Tulip Inn Hotel ****2. Tulip Inn Hotel ****

Address:Address:
Hotel Tulip InnHotel Tulip Inn
Str. Nerva Traian, Nr. 3AStr. Nerva Traian, Nr. 3A
BucurestiBucuresti, 031041 Romania, 031041 Romania
Phone:Phone: +40 21 200 62 70+40 21 200 62 70
Fax:Fax: +40 21 200 62 73+40 21 200 62 73
email:email: res@tulipinnbucharestcity.comres@tulipinnbucharestcity.com

TulipTulip InnInn HotelHotel isis aa modernmodern hotelhotel withwith 99 floors,floors, 8888 elegant,elegant, nicelynicely furnishedfurnished
rooms,rooms, withwith minimini bar,bar, cablecable TV,TV, directdirect phonephone lineline andand airair conditioningconditioning.. TheThe 1414 luxuryluxury
roomsrooms areare moremore spaciousspacious thanthan thethe SuperiorSuperior onesones havinghaving inin additionaddition anan officeoffice spacespace
((22 chairs,chairs, 11 extensibleextensible coachcoach andand aa workingworking table)table).. ThereThere areare aa largelarge numbernumber ofof
roomsrooms forfor nonnon smokerssmokers.. TheThe cleaningcleaning serviceservice isis availableavailable 2424 hourshours asas partpart ofof thethe
serviceservice roomroom.. TheThe twotwo conferenceconference halls,halls, evokingevoking VanVan GoghGogh andand Rembrandt,Rembrandt, areare wellwell
equippedequipped withwith modernmodern installations,installations, suitablesuitable forfor seminars,seminars, conferences,conferences, businessbusinessequippedequipped withwith modernmodern installations,installations, suitablesuitable forfor seminars,seminars, conferences,conferences, businessbusiness
meetingsmeetings..

GuestsGuests cancan enjoyenjoy thethe specialspecial facilitiesfacilities fromfrom thethe BusinessBusiness CenterCenter.. TouristsTourists cancan
enjoyenjoy thethe nicenice atmosphereatmosphere ofof aa businessbusiness lunchlunch oror aa romanticromantic dinnerdinner inin thethe hotel’shotel’s
restaurant,restaurant, AvantgardeAvantgarde (specialized(specialized inin internationalinternational cuisine),cuisine), locatedlocated atat thethe lastlast floor,floor,
“on“on thethe roof”roof”..

InIn thethe morningmorning oneone cancan havehave breakfastbreakfast herehere or,or, afterafter anan exhaustingexhausting workingworking
day,day, aa deliciousdelicious cocktailcocktail.. TryTry aa tastytasty coffeecoffee atat ArcArc CaféCafé && LoungeLounge..
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3. Parliament Hotel ****3. Parliament Hotel ****

Izvor Street, 106Izvor Street, 106
Bucharest, 050564 Romania Bucharest, 050564 Romania 
Phone: Phone: +40 21 411+40 21 411 9999 90  90  
Fax: Fax: +40 21 411+40 21 411 9999 91 91 
Reservations: Reservations: info@parliamentinfo@parliament--hotel.rohotel.ro

A four star Boutique Hotel welcomes you to an intimate A four star Boutique Hotel welcomes you to an intimate 
experience and offers personalized service, distinctive rooms for leisure experience and offers personalized service, distinctive rooms for leisure 
and for corporate travelers seeking style and impeccable service.and for corporate travelers seeking style and impeccable service.

Warm atmosphere, very wellWarm atmosphere, very well--trainedtrained staff,staff,
ensuring personal exclusive service, works of artensuring personal exclusive service, works of artensuring personal exclusive service, works of artensuring personal exclusive service, works of art
exhibited in the rooms, are just few of the sides thatexhibited in the rooms, are just few of the sides that
are meaningful to the "Boutique Hotel" concept.are meaningful to the "Boutique Hotel" concept.

We kindly invite you to a cozy and private Hotel, small enough We kindly invite you to a cozy and private Hotel, small enough 
for personal, attentive and hospitable service yet with the convenience for personal, attentive and hospitable service yet with the convenience 
of staying in a four star Hotel and the distinctiveness of the boutique of staying in a four star Hotel and the distinctiveness of the boutique 
concept.concept.
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4. Confort Hotel ***4. Confort Hotel ***

HotelulHotelul ConfortConfort TraianTraian
Address: Str. Address: Str. TraianTraian 55A, sector 3,                                                                                      55A, sector 3,                                                                                      
BucurestiBucuresti, Romania, Romania
Phone:Phone: + 4021 . 308.31.53 / 54+ 4021 . 308.31.53 / 54
Fax :Fax : + 4021 . 308.31.55+ 4021 . 308.31.55
EE--mail:mail: reservations@conforthotels.roreservations@conforthotels.ro
Website:Website: www.conforthotels.ro www.conforthotels.ro 

Rooms are spacious, well lighted and comfortable. The Rooms are spacious, well lighted and comfortable. The 
facilities offered include internet access, mini bar, cable TV, facilities offered include internet access, mini bar, cable TV, 
international phone line, air conditioning. Business men can also international phone line, air conditioning. Business men can also 
work in their rooms, in the Business Corner.work in their rooms, in the Business Corner.

The hotel has 54 rooms King size, 49 rooms twin size The hotel has 54 rooms King size, 49 rooms twin size 
and 1 apartment. Additional facilities: free and 1 apartment. Additional facilities: free surveilledsurveilled parking for parking for 
clients, room service, exchange office and internet access.clients, room service, exchange office and internet access.
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5. 5. DalinDalin Hotel ***Hotel ***

MarasestiMarasesti Bd. 70Bd. 70--7272
BucharestBucharest, 7000 Romania, 7000 Romania
Phone:    +40 21 335 55 41Phone:    +40 21 335 55 41
Fax:      +40 21 335 63 06Fax:      +40 21 335 63 06
EE--mail: mail: dalin@hoteldalin.rodalin@hoteldalin.ro

DalinDalin HotelHotel isis locatedlocated inin thethe centercenter ofof Bucharest,Bucharest, atat thethe
crossroadcrossroad ofof boulevardsboulevards DimitrieDimitrie CantemirCantemir andand MarasestiMarasesti andand
offersoffers 1616 doubledouble roomsrooms andand 44 suitessuites withwith modernmodern furniture,furniture,
bathroom,bathroom, cablecable TV,TV, minimini bar,bar, phone,phone, airair conditioningconditioning andand lockerlocker..bathroom,bathroom, cablecable TV,TV, minimini bar,bar, phone,phone, airair conditioningconditioning andand lockerlocker..
TheThe restaurantrestaurant hashas traditionaltraditional cuisinecuisine fromfrom Romania,Romania, Greece,Greece,
Ireland,Ireland, FranceFrance andand JapanJapan..

OtherOther facilitiesfacilities:: bar,bar, shop,shop, transportationtransportation from/tofrom/to hotel,hotel,
coveredcovered garagegarage andand parking,parking, touristtourist infoinfo point,point, conferenceconference hallshalls..
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6. Suter Inn Hotel ***6. Suter Inn Hotel ***
Suter Alley, 3 Suter Alley, 3 
Bucharest, 040547 Romania Bucharest, 040547 Romania 
Phone: Phone: +40+40 21 337 3939 21 337 3939 
Fax: Fax: +40+40 21 337 11 33 21 337 11 33 
Reservations:Reservations: hotelsuterinn@gmail.com hotelsuterinn@gmail.com 

hotelsuterinn@yahoo.comhotelsuterinn@yahoo.com

Located in Bucharest's city center, at 5 minutes away by Located in Bucharest's city center, at 5 minutes away by 
car from car from UnireaUnirea Square and The House of Parliament, next to the Square and The House of Parliament, next to the 
beautiful Carol Park, Hotel beautiful Carol Park, Hotel SuterSuter Inn*** is proud to be a well visited Inn*** is proud to be a well visited 
hotel for its central address, quiet location, quality services, new and hotel for its central address, quiet location, quality services, new and hotel for its central address, quiet location, quality services, new and hotel for its central address, quiet location, quality services, new and 
modern design of the rooms and a friendly and helpful staff.modern design of the rooms and a friendly and helpful staff.

The hotel comprises the following rooms: The hotel comprises the following rooms: 
Double bed: 10 Double bed: 10 
Single room with queenSingle room with queen--size bed: 6 size bed: 6 
Apartment :1Apartment :1
All rooms are equipped with color TV, free cable TV, wireless internet All rooms are equipped with color TV, free cable TV, wireless internet 
access and air conditioner.access and air conditioner.
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7. 7. HoroscopHoroscop Hotel ***Hotel ***

DimitrieDimitrie CantemirCantemir, , 22
Bucharest, Romania Bucharest, Romania 
Phone: Phone: +40+40 21 21 336 62 42336 62 42
Fax: Fax: +40+40 21 21 335 40 31335 40 31
Reservations: Reservations: office@horoscopoffice@horoscop--turism.roturism.ro

It is our pleasure to inform you that the It is our pleasure to inform you that the HoroscopHoroscop
Company(Tourism, Restaurants, Stores) opened in July 2003 Company(Tourism, Restaurants, Stores) opened in July 2003 
an intimate, classic and cozy 3 stars hotel among an intimate, classic and cozy 3 stars hotel among bucharest’sbucharest’s
best in class, located in the very heart of the city (km0, best in class, located in the very heart of the city (km0, 
‘‘HoroscopHoroscop’ Building).’ Building).

The hotel offers its guests a quiet and romantic The hotel offers its guests a quiet and romantic 
atmosphere, reminiscing the good taste and refinement of atmosphere, reminiscing the good taste and refinement of 
the “La Belle the “La Belle Epoque”.YouEpoque”.You are invited to come and relish the are invited to come and relish the 
ambience and turn your stay in Bucharest into an enjoyable ambience and turn your stay in Bucharest into an enjoyable 
experience!experience!
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8. 8. BucurBucur House Hotel ***House Hotel ***

Str. Nerva Traian, 3AStr. Nerva Traian, 3A
Bucharest, 031041 RomaniaBucharest, 031041 Romania
Phone:Phone: +40 21 200 62 70+40 21 200 62 70
Fax:Fax: +40 21 200 62 73+40 21 200 62 73
Reservations:Reservations: res@tulipinnbucharestcity.comres@tulipinnbucharestcity.com

YourhotelYourhotel Casa Casa BucurBucur is a historical palace dating back to is a historical palace dating back to 
the period of the Romanian monarchy. It is situated in the historical the period of the Romanian monarchy. It is situated in the historical 
center of Bucharestcenter of Bucharest----A few steps from the PeoplesA few steps from the Peoples PALACE, PALACE, 
Bucharest Historic Center , National Museum.Bucharest Historic Center , National Museum.

While you are visiting Bucharest, You can choose to stay While you are visiting Bucharest, You can choose to stay 
at at YourhotelYourhotel Casa Casa BucurBucur as an ideal luxury three star hotel whether as an ideal luxury three star hotel whether at at YourhotelYourhotel Casa Casa BucurBucur as an ideal luxury three star hotel whether as an ideal luxury three star hotel whether 
you are a tourist or a businessman.you are a tourist or a businessman.
The hotel offers: The hotel offers: 
Luxurious comfortable guest rooms Luxurious comfortable guest rooms 
Cable TV, Internet and other Media Cable TV, Internet and other Media facilitesfacilites
Restaurant Restaurant 
Summer Garden Summer Garden 

MapMap
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7. Social 7. Social programmeprogramme

We intend to organize a varied social We intend to organize a varied social 
programmeprogramme for delegates and accompanying for delegates and accompanying 
persons. We would also like to organize receptions persons. We would also like to organize receptions 
hosted by local or governmental authorities.hosted by local or governmental authorities.
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Bucharest Tour I, II, III, IVBucharest Tour I, II, III, IV

Social Social ProgrammeProgramme

Dracula TourDracula Tour
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Romanian AthenaeumRomanian Athenaeum

In 1865, cultural and scientific personalities such as In 1865, cultural and scientific personalities such as ConstantinConstantin EsarcuEsarcu, , 
V. A. V. A. UrecheUreche, and , and NicolaeNicolae CreŃulescuCreŃulescu founded the Romanian founded the Romanian AtheneumAtheneum Cultural Cultural 
Society. To serve its purposes, the Romanian Athenaeum, a building dedicated to art Society. To serve its purposes, the Romanian Athenaeum, a building dedicated to art 
and science, would be erected in Bucharest.and science, would be erected in Bucharest.
The building was designed by the French architect Albert The building was designed by the French architect Albert GalleronGalleron, built on a property , built on a property 
that belonged to the that belonged to the VacarescuVacarescu family and inaugurated in 1888, although work family and inaugurated in 1888, although work 
continued until 1897. A portion of the construction funds was raised by public continued until 1897. A portion of the construction funds was raised by public 
subscription in a 28subscription in a 28--year long effort, of which the slogan is still remembered today: year long effort, of which the slogan is still remembered today: 
"Spend one "Spend one leuleu for the for the AteneuAteneu!"On December 29, 1919, the !"On December 29, 1919, the AtheneumAtheneum was the site of was the site of 
the conference of leading Romanians who voted to ratify the unification of Bess the conference of leading Romanians who voted to ratify the unification of Bess 
Arabia, Transylvania, and Bukovina with the Romanian Old Kingdom to constitute Arabia, Transylvania, and Bukovina with the Romanian Old Kingdom to constitute 
Romania. Extensive reconstruction and restoration work has been conducted in 1992 Romania. Extensive reconstruction and restoration work has been conducted in 1992 
by a Romanian construction company and restoration painter by a Romanian construction company and restoration painter SilviuSilviu PetrescuPetrescu, saving , saving 

Bucharest TourBucharest Tour

by a Romanian construction company and restoration painter by a Romanian construction company and restoration painter SilviuSilviu PetrescuPetrescu, saving , saving 
the building from collapse.the building from collapse.

The overall style is neoclassical, with some more romantic touches. In front of The overall style is neoclassical, with some more romantic touches. In front of 
the building there is a small park and a statue of Romanian poet the building there is a small park and a statue of Romanian poet MihaiMihai Eminescu.InsideEminescu.Inside, the , the 
ground floor hosts an ornate conference hall as large as the auditorium above; the ground floor hosts an ornate conference hall as large as the auditorium above; the 
auditorium seats 600 in the stalls and another 52 in loge seating. A 75auditorium seats 600 in the stalls and another 52 in loge seating. A 75--sqm long and 3sqm long and 3--m m 
wide fresco decorates the inside of the circular wall of the concert hall. Painted using the al wide fresco decorates the inside of the circular wall of the concert hall. Painted using the al 
fresco technique, the piece depicts the most important moments of Romanian history, fresco technique, the piece depicts the most important moments of Romanian history, 
starting with the conquest of Dacia by Roman emperor Trajan and ending with the realization starting with the conquest of Dacia by Roman emperor Trajan and ending with the realization 
of Greater Romania in 1918.of Greater Romania in 1918.
Recognized as a symbol of Romanian culture, the building has been inscribed in 2007 on the Recognized as a symbol of Romanian culture, the building has been inscribed in 2007 on the 
list of the Label of European Heritage sights.list of the Label of European Heritage sights.

The Romanian The Romanian AtheneumAtheneum hosts George hosts George EnescuEnescu Festival (also known as Festival (also known as 
George George EnescuEnescu Festival and International Competition), the biggest classical music festival Festival and International Competition), the biggest classical music festival 
and classical international competition held in Romania, and one of the most important in and classical international competition held in Romania, and one of the most important in 
Europe.Europe.



Opera houseOpera house

The history of the Bucharest lyrical performance closely The history of the Bucharest lyrical performance closely 
mirrors the evolution of the Romanian society over the last two centuries, mirrors the evolution of the Romanian society over the last two centuries, 
more and more naturally integrated into the European civilization. Thus, the more and more naturally integrated into the European civilization. Thus, the 
beginnings of professional music in the Romanian Principalities coincide with beginnings of professional music in the Romanian Principalities coincide with 
the staging of musical shows, the opera performances opening for the the staging of musical shows, the opera performances opening for the 
audience perspectives beyond imagination, on the cultural and knowledge audience perspectives beyond imagination, on the cultural and knowledge 
levels of musical masterpieces. After 1950, the Opera received, finally, a new levels of musical masterpieces. After 1950, the Opera received, finally, a new 
location, meant to replace the former one which had been destroyed during location, meant to replace the former one which had been destroyed during 
the World War II bombardments of the capital. Thus, new better conditions the World War II bombardments of the capital. Thus, new better conditions 
were provided in order to stage top lyrical and choreographic productions.were provided in order to stage top lyrical and choreographic productions.

The inauguration of the new building of the Opera House was marked, on the 9th of January 1954, The inauguration of the new building of the Opera House was marked, on the 9th of January 1954, 
with the premiere The Queen of Spades by Tchaikovsky, followed by the premiere of the ballet with the premiere The Queen of Spades by Tchaikovsky, followed by the premiere of the ballet CoppeliaCoppelia (on the (on the 
10th of January 1954), in a production signed by the choreographer master Anton 10th of January 1954), in a production signed by the choreographer master Anton RomanowskiRomanowski. Naturally, a . Naturally, a 
period of great artistic expansion followed, the repertoire including Romanian works of certain value. At that time, period of great artistic expansion followed, the repertoire including Romanian works of certain value. At that time, 
the role of the lyrical theater was undoubtedly imposing itself, as Opera artists participated in the national cultural the role of the lyrical theater was undoubtedly imposing itself, as Opera artists participated in the national cultural 
events, the most famous of them being referred to according to their distinctions of “Merited Artist” or “Artist of the events, the most famous of them being referred to according to their distinctions of “Merited Artist” or “Artist of the 
People”. Since 1990 on, the political problems were mostly replaced by the management ones. People”. Since 1990 on, the political problems were mostly replaced by the management ones. 

Former productions were resumed in new staging, and the team of singers was completed by Former productions were resumed in new staging, and the team of singers was completed by 
young voices; lately, out of the top singers’ young voices; lately, out of the top singers’ pleiadepleiade, the following artists distinguished themselves: Felicia , the following artists distinguished themselves: Felicia FilipFilip, , 
Mariana Mariana ColposColpos, Roxana , Roxana BribanBriban, , SorinaSorina MunteanuMunteanu, , EcaterinaEcaterina Tutu, Tutu, OanaOana AndraAndra, , IonelIonel VoineagVoineag, Sever , Sever BarneaBarnea, , 
Iulia Iulia IsaevIsaev, Marius , Marius BrenciuBrenciu, Robert Nagy, , Robert Nagy, MihaelaMihaela StanciuStanciu, Stefan , Stefan IgnatIgnat, , IordacheIordache BasalicBasalic, as well as singers with , as well as singers with 
careers abroad, such as careers abroad, such as RuxandraRuxandra DonoseDonose, Elena Mosul, Adina , Elena Mosul, Adina NitescuNitescu, , RuxandraRuxandra UrdareanuUrdareanu, , AlexandruAlexandru
AgacheAgache..
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CismigiuCismigiu ParkPark

It is a great place to stroll and enjoy the peace that one can feel finding such a place in the middle of a hectic city. AmonIt is a great place to stroll and enjoy the peace that one can feel finding such a place in the middle of a hectic city. Among g 
the lawns and trees and the winding paths you'll find a lake with rowboat rentals, a beer garden, a playground for children, the lawns and trees and the winding paths you'll find a lake with rowboat rentals, a beer garden, a playground for children, a ca chess area hess area 
where old people play tournaments and plenty of park benches for relaxing and people watching. Sometimes there are Sunday conwhere old people play tournaments and plenty of park benches for relaxing and people watching. Sometimes there are Sunday concercerts ts 
at the gazebo. Cismigiu was first designed and laid out in 1830 by the German landscape architect Carl Meyer, on the commisioat the gazebo. Cismigiu was first designed and laid out in 1830 by the German landscape architect Carl Meyer, on the commision on of f 
Prince Gheorghe Bibescu, but it wasn't completed until 1860. More than 30,000 trees and plants were brought in from the RomanPrince Gheorghe Bibescu, but it wasn't completed until 1860. More than 30,000 trees and plants were brought in from the Romanianian
mountains to be planted on the 17 hectares park.mountains to be planted on the 17 hectares park.

The The CişmigiuCişmigiu Gardens (Romanian: Gardens (Romanian: GrădinaGrădina CişmigiuCişmigiu) are a public ) are a public 
park near the center of Bucharest, Romania, spanning areas on all sides of an park near the center of Bucharest, Romania, spanning areas on all sides of an 
artificial lake. The gardens' creation was an important moment in the history of artificial lake. The gardens' creation was an important moment in the history of 
Bucharest. They form the oldest and, at 17 hectares, the largest park in city's Bucharest. They form the oldest and, at 17 hectares, the largest park in city's 
central area. The park was built in 1847, at a time when Bucharest was the capital central area. The park was built in 1847, at a time when Bucharest was the capital 
of Wallachia. The word of Wallachia. The word cişmigiucişmigiu comes from Turkish: a comes from Turkish: a cişmeacişmea is a public fountain is a public fountain 
and a and a cişmigiucişmigiu (or (or cişmegiucişmegiu) used to be the person responsible for building and ) used to be the person responsible for building and 
maintaining public fountains. In the very center of Bucharest there is a place maintaining public fountains. In the very center of Bucharest there is a place 
where one can take a break from Bucharest for a few hours. where one can take a break from Bucharest for a few hours. CismigiuCismigiu is located is located 
close to close to UniversitatiiUniversitatii Square, across the City Hall building. Square, across the City Hall building. 

National Military CircleNational Military Circle

The National Military Circle was built in 1912 on the site of The National Military Circle was built in 1912 on the site of 
the former the former SarindarSarindar Monastery by architect Monastery by architect DimitrieDimitrie
MaimaroluMaimarolu, in French neoclassic style. It has impressive , in French neoclassic style. It has impressive 
interiors and has been hosting balls, reunions, and interiors and has been hosting balls, reunions, and 
exhibitions. This place has an interesting history. In front of exhibitions. This place has an interesting history. In front of 
the building there is a famous fountain that was thought to the building there is a famous fountain that was thought to 
make miracles for those who drank its water. make miracles for those who drank its water. 
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The House of EconomiesThe House of Economies

The House of Economies was established in 1864 The House of Economies was established in 1864 
through a law issued by Prince through a law issued by Prince AlexandruAlexandru IoanIoan CuzaCuza. As the economic . As the economic 
operations amplified the old building became two small. Later on, a operations amplified the old building became two small. Later on, a 
new construction was designed by the French architect Paul new construction was designed by the French architect Paul 
GottereauGottereau. It was opened in 1900 and . It was opened in 1900 and symbolisessymbolises the old Bucharest, the old Bucharest, 
evoking the nice architecture of the little Paris.evoking the nice architecture of the little Paris.

StavropoleosStavropoleos ChurchChurch

This charming little This charming little LipscaniLipscani church is just one of the church is just one of the 
many treasures to be found in the historic district. Built in 1724 by a many treasures to be found in the historic district. Built in 1724 by a 
Greek monk, the Eastern Orthodox Church is distinguished by its stone Greek monk, the Eastern Orthodox Church is distinguished by its stone 
and wood carvings. The inside is small and warm, despite being and wood carvings. The inside is small and warm, despite being 
incredibly dark, and there is a delightful courtyard filled with arches, incredibly dark, and there is a delightful courtyard filled with arches, 
columns and some 18th century tombstones. Though currently columns and some 18th century tombstones. Though currently 
receiving some muchreceiving some much--needed restoration work, the church is still open needed restoration work, the church is still open 
8:30 to 18:00. Sunday services are held (in Romanian, of course) at 8:30 to 18:00. Sunday services are held (in Romanian, of course) at 
9:30 and 10:30, and feature a small choir that sings Byzantine music 9:30 and 10:30, and feature a small choir that sings Byzantine music --
a rarity these days.a rarity these days.
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ManucManuc InnInn

Although Although Manuc'sManuc's Inn has been subject to repeated restorations Inn has been subject to repeated restorations —— in 1848, 1863, 1966in 1848, 1863, 1966--1970, and 19911970, and 1991––1992, as well 1992, as well 
as the one now under way as the one now under way —— its essential structure remains intact; of the three surviving 19th century inns in the its essential structure remains intact; of the three surviving 19th century inns in the LipscaniLipscani district, it is district, it is 
the only one currently in use as a hotel. The inn was the site of the preliminary talks for the Treaty of Bucharest, which puthe only one currently in use as a hotel. The inn was the site of the preliminary talks for the Treaty of Bucharest, which put at an end to n end to 
the 1806the 1806––1812 Russo1812 Russo--Turkish war. In 1842 it briefly housed Bucharest's town hall. Around 1880 one hall of the inn was used as Turkish war. In 1842 it briefly housed Bucharest's town hall. Around 1880 one hall of the inn was used as 
theatre, and was the site of the first Romanian operetta performance. Before Romania entered World War I, in 1914theatre, and was the site of the first Romanian operetta performance. Before Romania entered World War I, in 1914––1916, the hall1916, the hall
""SalaSala Dacia" hosted meetings of the Dacia" hosted meetings of the WallachianWallachian propro--war party seeking to establish a Greater Romania by uniting with Transylvania war party seeking to establish a Greater Romania by uniting with Transylvania 
and Bukovina; speakers included and Bukovina; speakers included NicolaeNicolae FilipescuFilipescu, Take , Take IonescuIonescu, , BarbuBarbu ŞtefănescuŞtefănescu DelavranceaDelavrancea, and Octavian , and Octavian GogaGoga. Nowadays it . Nowadays it 
hosts a hotel, a restaurant, a cafeteria and a terrace.hosts a hotel, a restaurant, a cafeteria and a terrace.

The building is located at 62 The building is located at 62 IuliuIuliu ManiuManiu street, across street, across 
the street from the ruins of the Old Court (the street from the ruins of the Old Court (CurteaCurtea VecheVeche). Although one ). Although one 
side now faces a vast modern public square, side now faces a vast modern public square, PiaŃaPiaŃa UniriiUnirii, there is no , there is no 
evidence of this in the courtyard or the inwardevidence of this in the courtyard or the inward--facing rooms.facing rooms.
The inn was built in 1808, and originally owned by a wealthy and The inn was built in 1808, and originally owned by a wealthy and 
flamboyant Armenian, Emanuel flamboyant Armenian, Emanuel MârzaianMârzaian, better known under his , better known under his 
Turkish name Turkish name ManucManuc--beibei..

hosts a hotel, a restaurant, a cafeteria and a terrace.hosts a hotel, a restaurant, a cafeteria and a terrace.

Prince Constantin Serban started the construction of this church in Prince Constantin Serban started the construction of this church in 
1656 but it was finished later on, in 1668,  by one of his heirs, Radu Leon. It was built 1656 but it was finished later on, in 1668,  by one of his heirs, Radu Leon. It was built 
under the auspicies of the Saint Emperors Constantin and Elena. After this, it became under the auspicies of the Saint Emperors Constantin and Elena. After this, it became 
the country’s Mitropoly and the hill around has started to be called Mitropoly’s Hill. the country’s Mitropoly and the hill around has started to be called Mitropoly’s Hill. 
There is still an original bell from the old monastry made by Constantin Brancoveanu There is still an original bell from the old monastry made by Constantin Brancoveanu 
in 1698. The church has a simple and harmonic architecture that integrates in the in 1698. The church has a simple and harmonic architecture that integrates in the 
urban landscape. An old painting, dating from the first construction guards the urban landscape. An old painting, dating from the first construction guards the 
entrance door. The most precious value of the Mitropoly is represented by Saint entrance door. The most precious value of the Mitropoly is represented by Saint 
Dimitrie Basarabov’s bones preserved in a silver box. This saint became the city’s Dimitrie Basarabov’s bones preserved in a silver box. This saint became the city’s 
protector and he is celebrated annually on 26th of October.protector and he is celebrated annually on 26th of October.

Metropolitan ChurchMetropolitan Church
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Parliament PalaceParliament Palace

The Palace measures 270The Palace measures 270 m by 240m by 240 m, 86m, 86 m high, and 92m high, and 92 m under m under 
ground. It has 1,100 rooms, 2 underground parking and is 12 stories tall, with four ground. It has 1,100 rooms, 2 underground parking and is 12 stories tall, with four 
additional underground levels currently available and in use, with another four in additional underground levels currently available and in use, with another four in 

The Palace of Parliament (Romanian: The Palace of Parliament (Romanian: PalatulPalatul ParlamentuluiParlamentului) in ) in 
Bucharest, Romania is a multiBucharest, Romania is a multi--purpose building containing both chambers of the purpose building containing both chambers of the 
Romanian Parliament. According to the Guinness Book of World Records, the Romanian Parliament. According to the Guinness Book of World Records, the 
Palace is the world's largest civilian administrative building, most expensive Palace is the world's largest civilian administrative building, most expensive 
administrative building, and heaviest building. administrative building, and heaviest building. 

The Palace was designed and nearly completed by the The Palace was designed and nearly completed by the CeauşescuCeauşescu
regime as the seat of political and administrative power. regime as the seat of political and administrative power. NicolaeNicolae CeauşescuCeauşescu named named 
it the House of the Republic , but many Romanians call it the People's House. After it the House of the Republic , but many Romanians call it the People's House. After 
the Romanian Revolution of 1989, completing the building was no longer a priority the Romanian Revolution of 1989, completing the building was no longer a priority 
and the building remains unfinished.and the building remains unfinished.

additional underground levels currently available and in use, with another four in additional underground levels currently available and in use, with another four in 
different stages of completion.different stages of completion.
The structure combines elements and motifs from multiple sources, in an eclectic The structure combines elements and motifs from multiple sources, in an eclectic 
neoclassical architectural style. The building is constructed entirely of materials of neoclassical architectural style. The building is constructed entirely of materials of 
Romanian origin. Estimates of the materials used include one million cubic meters of Romanian origin. Estimates of the materials used include one million cubic meters of 
marble from Transylvania, most from marble from Transylvania, most from RuşchiŃaRuşchiŃa; 3,500 ; 3,500 tonnestonnes of crystal of crystal —— 480 480 
chandeliers, 1,409 ceiling lights and mirrors were manufactured; 700,000 tones of steel chandeliers, 1,409 ceiling lights and mirrors were manufactured; 700,000 tones of steel 
and bronze for monumental doors and windows, chandeliers and capitals; 900,000 m³ of and bronze for monumental doors and windows, chandeliers and capitals; 900,000 m³ of 
wood (over 95% domestic) for parquet and wainscoting, including walnut, oak, sweet wood (over 95% domestic) for parquet and wainscoting, including walnut, oak, sweet 
cherry, elm, sycamore maple; 200,000 m² of woolen carpets of various dimensions cherry, elm, sycamore maple; 200,000 m² of woolen carpets of various dimensions 
(machines had to be moved inside the building to weave some of the larger carpets); (machines had to be moved inside the building to weave some of the larger carpets); 
velvet and brocade curtains adorned with embroideries and velvet and brocade curtains adorned with embroideries and passementeriespassementeries in silver in silver 
and gold.and gold.
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Arch of TriumphArch of Triumph

Raised in 1922 to commemorate Romania's Great War heroes, Raised in 1922 to commemorate Romania's Great War heroes, 
the original construction was of wood, replaced by the present; the original construction was of wood, replaced by the present; PetruPetru
AntonescuAntonescu designed concrete structure in 1935. Standing 25 meters high, the designed concrete structure in 1935. Standing 25 meters high, the 
Arc has a staircase that allows visitors to climb to the terrace on the top of the Arc has a staircase that allows visitors to climb to the terrace on the top of the 
monument. The sculptures that decorate the monument were created by monument. The sculptures that decorate the monument were created by 
leading artists of the day, including Ion leading artists of the day, including Ion JaleaJalea, , ConstantinConstantin MedreaMedrea and and 
ConstantinConstantin BaraschiBaraschi. . 

The Triumphal Arch in Bucharest is a little smaller than the one The Triumphal Arch in Bucharest is a little smaller than the one 
in Paris, but it is also located at the intersection of (six) boulevards. in Paris, but it is also located at the intersection of (six) boulevards. 

Village Museum Village Museum 

The Village Museum, lying in a specific Romanian setting, on the The Village Museum, lying in a specific Romanian setting, on the The Village Museum, lying in a specific Romanian setting, on the The Village Museum, lying in a specific Romanian setting, on the 
Herãstrãu lake shore in Bucharest, is one of the biggest and the oldest outdoors Herãstrãu lake shore in Bucharest, is one of the biggest and the oldest outdoors 
museum in Europe. Its exibits museum in Europe. Its exibits –– genuine monuments including houses, pens, genuine monuments including houses, pens, 
churches, water and wind mills, cloth mills, of great historic and artistic value churches, water and wind mills, cloth mills, of great historic and artistic value --
acquaint the visitors in two hours with the specific of the Romanian village. The acquaint the visitors in two hours with the specific of the Romanian village. The 
objects inside the households objects inside the households -- carpets, pottery, rugs, icons, furniture carpets, pottery, rugs, icons, furniture -- point to the point to the 
originality of the folk creation, the sensibility and care for the beauty of the rural originality of the folk creation, the sensibility and care for the beauty of the rural 
people. It has a collection that spans more than 300 buildings representing the history people. It has a collection that spans more than 300 buildings representing the history 
and design of Romania's rural architecture including peasant homes, barns, wooden and design of Romania's rural architecture including peasant homes, barns, wooden 
churches and Transylvanian houses from all regions of the country to recreate a churches and Transylvanian houses from all regions of the country to recreate a 
village setting. Traditionally dressed peasant workers portray life during the 16th and village setting. Traditionally dressed peasant workers portray life during the 16th and 
17th centuries along with everyday tools and accessories. Traditional crafts are also 17th centuries along with everyday tools and accessories. Traditional crafts are also 
for sale around the sitefor sale around the site..
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Dracula TourDracula Tour
Peles Castle Peles Castle 

Today a historical monument, Peleş Castle (Romanian: Castelul Peleş ) is a Today a historical monument, Peleş Castle (Romanian: Castelul Peleş ) is a 
NeoNeo--Renaissance castle placed in an idyllic setting in the Carpathian Mountains, near Renaissance castle placed in an idyllic setting in the Carpathian Mountains, near 
Sinaia, in Prahova County, Romania, on an existing medieval route linking Transylvania and Sinaia, in Prahova County, Romania, on an existing medieval route linking Transylvania and 
Wallachia, built between 1873 and 1883. King Carol I of Romania (1839Wallachia, built between 1873 and 1883. King Carol I of Romania (1839--1914), one of the 1914), one of the 
great Romanian kings and conqueror of the National Independence, first visited the region great Romanian kings and conqueror of the National Independence, first visited the region 
and future site of the castle in 1866, when he fell in love with the rugged but magnificent and future site of the castle in 1866, when he fell in love with the rugged but magnificent 
mountain scenery. So, in 1872, a total of one thousand "pogoane" (approx. 1300 acres) is mountain scenery. So, in 1872, a total of one thousand "pogoane" (approx. 1300 acres) is 
purchased by the king and Piatra Arsa region becomes The Royal Domain of Sinaia, purchased by the king and Piatra Arsa region becomes The Royal Domain of Sinaia, 
destined to be a hunting preserve and summer retreat for the monarch. On August 22, 1875, destined to be a hunting preserve and summer retreat for the monarch. On August 22, 1875, 
the foundation for Peleş Castle, the city of Sinaia, and indeed for the country of Romania the foundation for Peleş Castle, the city of Sinaia, and indeed for the country of Romania 
itself was established. Several other buildings, annexed to the castle, were built itself was established. Several other buildings, annexed to the castle, were built 
simultaneously: The Guard's Chambers, The Economat Building, The Foişor Hunting simultaneously: The Guard's Chambers, The Economat Building, The Foişor Hunting 
Chateau, The Royal Stables. The Power Plant was also constructed then, and Peleş Chateau, The Royal Stables. The Power Plant was also constructed then, and Peleş 

The "The "SipotSipot" Villa was constructed later. This would serve as the work site of " Villa was constructed later. This would serve as the work site of 
architect architect KarelKarel LimanLiman. . LimanLiman would later supervise the building of would later supervise the building of PelişorPelişor chateau (1889chateau (1889--1903, the 1903, the 
future residence of King Ferdinand and Queen Marie of Romania), as well as of the King's future residence of King Ferdinand and Queen Marie of Romania), as well as of the King's 
Ferdinand Vila in the Royal Sheepfold Meadow (the actual Sheepfold Meadow). First three initial Ferdinand Vila in the Royal Sheepfold Meadow (the actual Sheepfold Meadow). First three initial 
design plans for design plans for PeleşPeleş were copies of other palaces from western Europe but king Carol I rejected were copies of other palaces from western Europe but king Carol I rejected 
them all as they were too costly and unoriginal. Second architect, Johannes Schultz won by them all as they were too costly and unoriginal. Second architect, Johannes Schultz won by 
presenting a more original plan, something that appealed to the king's taste: a grand palatial presenting a more original plan, something that appealed to the king's taste: a grand palatial 
alpine villa combining different structures of classic European styles, mostly following Italian alpine villa combining different structures of classic European styles, mostly following Italian 
elegance and German aesthetics in Renaissance lines. The cost of the castle itself between 1875 elegance and German aesthetics in Renaissance lines. The cost of the castle itself between 1875 
and 1914 was estimated to be 16 000 000 gold Romanian and 1914 was estimated to be 16 000 000 gold Romanian leilei (approx. $US 120 million today). (approx. $US 120 million today). 
Between three and four hundred men worked consistently on it. Queen Elisabeth of Romania, Between three and four hundred men worked consistently on it. Queen Elisabeth of Romania, 
during the construction phase, wrote on her journal:during the construction phase, wrote on her journal:

Chateau, The Royal Stables. The Power Plant was also constructed then, and Peleş Chateau, The Royal Stables. The Power Plant was also constructed then, and Peleş 
became world's first castle fully operated by electric power. became world's first castle fully operated by electric power. 
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Italians were masons, Romanians were building Italians were masons, Romanians were building 
terraces, the Gypsies were coolies. Albanians and Greeks worked in terraces, the Gypsies were coolies. Albanians and Greeks worked in 
stone, Germans and Hungarians were carpenters. Turks were burning stone, Germans and Hungarians were carpenters. Turks were burning 
brick. Engineers were Polish and the stone carvers were Czech. The brick. Engineers were Polish and the stone carvers were Czech. The 
Frenchmen were drawing, the Englishmen were measuring, and so Frenchmen were drawing, the Englishmen were measuring, and so 
was then when you could see hundreds of national costumes and was then when you could see hundreds of national costumes and 
fourteen languages in which they spoke, sang, cursed and quarreled fourteen languages in which they spoke, sang, cursed and quarreled 
on all dialects and tones, a joyful mix of men, horses, cart oxen and on all dialects and tones, a joyful mix of men, horses, cart oxen and 
domestic buffaloes.domestic buffaloes.
Construction has seen a slight halt during the Romanian War of Construction has seen a slight halt during the Romanian War of 
Independence in 1877Independence in 1877--78, but soon afterwards plans grew in size and 78, but soon afterwards plans grew in size and 
growth was rapid. Peleş Castle has seen its official Royal Ball of growth was rapid. Peleş Castle has seen its official Royal Ball of 
inauguration in 7 Oct. 1883. Until the castle was built, King Carol I and inauguration in 7 Oct. 1883. Until the castle was built, King Carol I and 
Queen Elizabeth lived in Foişor Villa (where King Ferdinand and Queen Elizabeth lived in Foişor Villa (where King Ferdinand and 
Queen Mary also resided during the construction of Pelişor Castle). Queen Mary also resided during the construction of Pelişor Castle). 
Even King Carol II lived in Foişor Villa when he was King of Romania Even King Carol II lived in Foişor Villa when he was King of Romania 
(1930(1930--40, except in 193240, except in 1932--3 when the hunting house was destroyed by 3 when the hunting house was destroyed by 
fire). King Carol II of Romania was born at the castle in 1893, giving fire). King Carol II of Romania was born at the castle in 1893, giving 
meaning to the phrase "craddle of the dinasty, cradle of the nation" meaning to the phrase "craddle of the dinasty, cradle of the nation" 

Apartamentul Imperial (The Imperial Suite) Apartamentul Imperial (The Imperial Suite) 
Believed to be a tribute to the Austrian Emperor Franz Believed to be a tribute to the Austrian Emperor Franz 
Joseph I, who visited the palace as a friend of the Romanian Joseph I, who visited the palace as a friend of the Romanian 
royal family. Hence why, decorator Auguste Bembe preferred royal family. Hence why, decorator Auguste Bembe preferred 
the sumptuous Austrian Baroque in style of Empress Maria the sumptuous Austrian Baroque in style of Empress Maria 

that Carol I bestowed upon the Peleş Castle.that Carol I bestowed upon the Peleş Castle.
the sumptuous Austrian Baroque in style of Empress Maria the sumptuous Austrian Baroque in style of Empress Maria 
Theresa. A perfectly preserved five hundred years old Theresa. A perfectly preserved five hundred years old 
Cordoban tooled leather wall cover is the rarest of such Cordoban tooled leather wall cover is the rarest of such 
quality. quality. 

From the 168 rooms the caste has got, only From the 168 rooms the caste has got, only 
35 are accessible to the public. While an important area is 35 are accessible to the public. While an important area is 
in the upper levels, this is off limits. Only the museum in in the upper levels, this is off limits. Only the museum in 
the basement and the rooms on the first floor can be the basement and the rooms on the first floor can be 
visited. The visiting hours are from 9 a.m. to 5 visited. The visiting hours are from 9 a.m. to 5 p.mp.m
Wednesday through Sunday. On Mondays the castle is Wednesday through Sunday. On Mondays the castle is 
closed and on Tuesdays the hours are till 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. closed and on Tuesdays the hours are till 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
These visiting hours are subject to change due to tourist These visiting hours are subject to change due to tourist 
seasons. Each year in November the castle is closed to seasons. Each year in November the castle is closed to 
the public for the whole month. the public for the whole month. 
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PelesPeles Castle has seven terraces decorated with statues, fountains and ornamental vases made of Castle has seven terraces decorated with statues, fountains and ornamental vases made of CarraraCarrara marble. marble. 
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Bran Castle Bran Castle 

Due to the book and to the popularization of the theme Due to the book and to the popularization of the theme 
through numerous movies, there is a strong connection between Dracula, through numerous movies, there is a strong connection between Dracula, 

Bran Castle (German: Törzburg; Hungarian: Törcsvár), Bran Castle (German: Törzburg; Hungarian: Törcsvár), 
situated near Bran and in the immediate vicinity of Braşov, is a national situated near Bran and in the immediate vicinity of Braşov, is a national 
monument and landmark in Romania. The fortress is situated on the monument and landmark in Romania. The fortress is situated on the 
border between Transylvania and Wallachia, on Highway 73.border between Transylvania and Wallachia, on Highway 73.
Where comes from the legend of Dracula?Where comes from the legend of Dracula?
Commonly known as "Dracula's Castle", it is marketed as the home of the Commonly known as "Dracula's Castle", it is marketed as the home of the 
titular character in Bram Stoker's Dracula, which has led to persistent titular character in Bram Stoker's Dracula, which has led to persistent 
myths that it was once the home of Vlad łepeş, ruler of Wallachia. In myths that it was once the home of Vlad łepeş, ruler of Wallachia. In 
1897, the novel “Dracula, the vampire from Carpathians” was presented in 1897, the novel “Dracula, the vampire from Carpathians” was presented in 
London. The book is considered as mediocre by literal critics but it had a London. The book is considered as mediocre by literal critics but it had a 
great impact on readers. Until 1903, 6 editions have been published. great impact on readers. Until 1903, 6 editions have been published. 
Stroker does not mention exactly the location of the castle but some Stroker does not mention exactly the location of the castle but some 
historians associate it with the Region of Bargau in the pass that links historians associate it with the Region of Bargau in the pass that links 
Transylvania with Moldavia. Transylvania with Moldavia. 

through numerous movies, there is a strong connection between Dracula, through numerous movies, there is a strong connection between Dracula, 
Bran Castle and Transylvania. In fact, the legend of the Bran Castle and Transylvania. In fact, the legend of the blodyblody count count 
nicknamed Dracula was associated with Prince nicknamed Dracula was associated with Prince VladVlad TepesTepes in the XIXin the XIX--XXthXXth
centuries. centuries. 
The image of the Prince was associated with Dracula because he was known The image of the Prince was associated with Dracula because he was known 
as cruelness with those who broke the laws and the most popular as cruelness with those who broke the laws and the most popular 
punishment was impalement on stakes, hence the surname "punishment was impalement on stakes, hence the surname "TepesTepes" which " which 
means "The means "The ImpalerImpaler" in the Romanian language. " in the Romanian language. 

There is also another explanation for the name "Dracula;" There is also another explanation for the name "Dracula;" 
""DraculDracul," in Romanian language, means "Dragon", and the boyars of ," in Romanian language, means "Dragon", and the boyars of 
Romania, who knew of Romania, who knew of VladVlad TepesTepes' father induction into the Order of the ' father induction into the Order of the 
Dragon, decided to call him "Dragon, decided to call him "DraculDracul." "Dracula," a diminutive which means ." "Dracula," a diminutive which means 
"the son of "the son of DraculDracul," was a surname to be used ultimately by ," was a surname to be used ultimately by VladVlad TepesTepes. A . A 
second major role of this Order as a source of inspiration for Stoker's evil second major role of this Order as a source of inspiration for Stoker's evil 
character is the Order's official dress character is the Order's official dress -- a black cape over a red garment a black cape over a red garment -- to to 
be worn only on Fridays or during the commemoration of Christ's Passion.be worn only on Fridays or during the commemoration of Christ's Passion.
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After the abdication of King Mihai and the expulsion After the abdication of King Mihai and the expulsion 
of the Royal Family, the Castle became the property of state of the Royal Family, the Castle became the property of state 
being abandoned and devastated. In 1956 it became a history being abandoned and devastated. In 1956 it became a history 
and medieval art museum. The rooms of the four floors host and medieval art museum. The rooms of the four floors host 
ceramic collections, furnitures, arm and armures. In the Castle’s ceramic collections, furnitures, arm and armures. In the Castle’s 
yard there is a village museum which exhibits the local life style yard there is a village museum which exhibits the local life style 
of peasants, their work traditions and rural celebrations. During of peasants, their work traditions and rural celebrations. During 
Halloween, the castle is the favourite destination of American Halloween, the castle is the favourite destination of American 
and English tourists. and English tourists. 

The castle is now a museum open to tourists, The castle is now a museum open to tourists, 
displaying art and furniture collected by Queen Maria. Tourists displaying art and furniture collected by Queen Maria. Tourists 
can see the interior individually or by a guided tour. At the bottom can see the interior individually or by a guided tour. At the bottom 
of the hill is a small open air museum park exhibiting traditional of the hill is a small open air museum park exhibiting traditional 
Romanian peasant structures (cottages, barns, etc.) from the Romanian peasant structures (cottages, barns, etc.) from the 
whole country.whole country.
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TavernaTaverna SarbuluiSarbului

Welcome to Serbian’s Inn!Welcome to Serbian’s Inn!

For Serbians the food is greeting, joy to the soul, gift for For Serbians the food is greeting, joy to the soul, gift for 
friends and family..With tasteful food, we celebrate our important friends and family..With tasteful food, we celebrate our important 
events, we share moments of joy and happiness. As you step into events, we share moments of joy and happiness. As you step into 
our inn, you will be our guest not a simple customer. A good our inn, you will be our guest not a simple customer. A good 
householder will be ashamed not to serve his guest with the most householder will be ashamed not to serve his guest with the most 
tasteful food. Well known Serbian chefs will prepare for you culinary tasteful food. Well known Serbian chefs will prepare for you culinary 
recipes made of real and healthy food. recipes made of real and healthy food. 

We will offer you hot bread made in our ovens fresh Romanian meat prepared in Serbian style. Thanks to our We will offer you hot bread made in our ovens fresh Romanian meat prepared in Serbian style. Thanks to our 
sausage makers and butchers we work hard all day in order to prepare tasteful dishes. The greens and vegetables are sausage makers and butchers we work hard all day in order to prepare tasteful dishes. The greens and vegetables are 
carefully chosen every morning from the market. Above all these, the Serbian fanfare and other orchestras will enjoy you. Andcarefully chosen every morning from the market. Above all these, the Serbian fanfare and other orchestras will enjoy you. And
don’t forget: visiting us means to celebrate your eyes, soul and spirit. don’t forget: visiting us means to celebrate your eyes, soul and spirit. 

LOCATIONLOCATION ::
The Serbian’s Inn is on The Serbian’s Inn is on CaleaCalea CodruluiCodrului, the new road to the 1400 , the new road to the 1400 
quote, in a quote, in a peacefullpeacefull, green place. It has its own butchery, , green place. It has its own butchery, 
smokerysmokery and wine cellar. It has three levels and a capacity of 450 and wine cellar. It has three levels and a capacity of 450 
places inside and 250 places on the terrace. places inside and 250 places on the terrace. 
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LocatedLocated atat 11 kmkm awayaway fromfrom PredealPredeal (a(a mountainmountain
town),town), CabanaCabana VanatorilorVanatorilor waswas builtbuilt inin 19361936.. ItIt initiallyinitially belongedbelonged
toto aa GermanGerman merchantmerchant.. ItIt isis propertyproperty ofof statestate sincesince 19651965.. InIn
19971997 itit becamebecame aa privateprivate propertyproperty beingbeing remarkablyremarkably modifiedmodified..

Cabana Cabana VanatoruluiVanatorului

TheThe menumenu isis basedbased onon RomanianRomanian traditionaltraditional dishes,dishes, suchsuch asas
sarmalesarmale,, polenta,polenta, caltaboscaltabos (a(a typicaltypical RomaniaRomania sausage),sausage), tobatoba,, RomanianRomanian cheeses,cheeses,
bulzbulz,, slaninaslanina (typical(typical RomanianRomanian bacon)bacon)..

SeciuSeciu Cellar Cellar SeciuSeciu Cellar Cellar 
ThisThis placeplace hashas aa veryvery nicenice location,location, inin aa winewine regionregion.. ItIt hashas aa minimini

farmfarm withwith domesticdomestic andand wildwild animalsanimals.. TheThe productsproducts areare mademade inin aa uniqueunique RomanianRomanian
traditionaltraditional wayway.. OneOne cancan tastetaste huntinghunting foodfood preparedprepared withwith deliciousdelicious saucessauces
accompaniedaccompanied byby famousfamous wineswines..

EveryEvery lunchlunch oror dinnerdinner isis aa realreal feastfeast.. Moreover,Moreover, aa locallocal bandband playsplays
RomanianRomanian popularpopular songssongs creatingcreating anan authenticauthentic atmosphereatmosphere.. ItIt isis anan unforgettableunforgettable
experienceexperience forfor travelerstravelers andand gourmetsgourmets..
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Social Social ProgrammeProgramme

JaristeaJaristea Restaurant Restaurant 

JaristeaJaristea restaurant is the ideal place for those who restaurant is the ideal place for those who 
enjoy Romanian music (enjoy Romanian music (lautareascalautareasca) and authentic food. It is an ) and authentic food. It is an 
excellent location for relaxation and special culinary experiences.excellent location for relaxation and special culinary experiences.

Once you get here you will remark the flair of the Once you get here you will remark the flair of the 
old Bucharest society, as it was one century ago. Story tellers, old Bucharest society, as it was one century ago. Story tellers, 
poets, musicians recreate the atmosphere of a past society in a poets, musicians recreate the atmosphere of a past society in a 
very original decor. very original decor. 

CONTACT:CONTACT:
AddressAddress : : Str. Str. GeorgescuGeorgescu nr. 50nr. 50--5252
Phone: Phone: 021021--885.33.38 /  0721.240.126885.33.38 /  0721.240.126
Email: Email: stabiliment@jaristea.rostabiliment@jaristea.ro
Website: Website: http://www.jaristea.rohttp://www.jaristea.ro
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We took into consideration the CLGE rules We took into consideration the CLGE rules 
concerning the participation fees for the delegates as well concerning the participation fees for the delegates as well 
as for the accompanying persons.as for the accompanying persons.

Participations  fees for delegates will include Participations  fees for delegates will include 
papers, badges, conference bags and attendance at all papers, badges, conference bags and attendance at all 

8. Participation fees8. Participation fees

papers, badges, conference bags and attendance at all papers, badges, conference bags and attendance at all 
technical events within  the frame of the G.A. Coffee technical events within  the frame of the G.A. Coffee 
breaks, one dinner as well as lunches within the time breaks, one dinner as well as lunches within the time 
scale of the G.A. should be included in the fee. We also scale of the G.A. should be included in the fee. We also 
consider to have a participation fee at the conference for consider to have a participation fee at the conference for 
delegates and accompanying persons that will include delegates and accompanying persons that will include 
papers, badges, etc.papers, badges, etc.
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We decided to use as payment methods the We decided to use as payment methods the 
credit card charge, bank transfer or cash  credit card charge, bank transfer or cash  

9. Payments9. Payments

credit card charge, bank transfer or cash  credit card charge, bank transfer or cash  
payment.payment.
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Thank you for your attention, and Thank you for your attention, and 
seesee youyou next year in Bucharest !next year in Bucharest !

Thank you for your attention, and Thank you for your attention, and 
seesee youyou next year in Bucharest !next year in Bucharest !seesee youyou next year in Bucharest !next year in Bucharest !seesee youyou next year in Bucharest !next year in Bucharest !
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